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honestly don't think a comment on this story
is in order. But it needed a response and I am
too tired to hunt around for an excuse to make
a long sphinx. I think the problem will always
lie in the middle between art and business,

and there is no 'easy fix' to that. ~~~
noelwelsh The thing about art -- as an

interesting abstract concept -- is that it's very
difficult to measure. It may be easy to
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describe an artistic piece, but it's very difficult
to do so in a way that is relevant to a business

objective. If it were easy to measure, you
would get a job as a business analyst. ------

sharemywin I still agree with @jbauford that
people who think stocks can go up and down

based on how good or bad a startup looks
can't read a chart. But when I see investors

saying that valuations matter in the long term
I have to wonder what the heck you're doing.
If nothing else you're spending a lot of time
wating for someone else to pay you for your
stock. It's not an investment its an insurance

policy. You might not have 3x your money
back in 10 years. ------ crorella I thought the
valuation article was a great read, people

agree with the article :) [ acquisition...]( valuat
ion-vs-funding-valuation-vs-financing-valuation-
vs-market- valuation/) ~~~ tomasien > there
is a strong reason to believe that companies

at a low funding- > valuation can still be
bought at a high valuation I don't think that's

the argument being made here, just that
valuations _relative_ to funding are less

important.
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